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LET’S GET
TO WORK!



COVID-19 HAS CRIPPLED OUR 
ECONOMY AND OUR WORKFORCE...

…BUT CFC CAN ENSURE A SAFE AND EFFECTIVE RESTART

For over 30 years, our clients have learned the
irreplaceable VALUE of Live Training. Our hands-
on approach, focused on real-world problems has
made CFC succeed in facilitating SAFE and
quality training where others often fail.

Long before the current health crisis, SAFETY has
been our mantra. Now we’re upping our game!

We ensure our Live Training
follows all recommended health
guidelines set forth by leading
Health Agencies. So existing or
returning employees can

DON’T WAIT, RETRAIN & REFOCUS!

immediately 
return to 
productivity,
SAFELY.

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY all Live Training classes will feature: Temporal Temperature Checks
before students enter the classroom, Increased Proximity person-to-person, Mandatory Handwashing on
a regular basis, mandatory use of Nitrile Gloves, Surface Disinfecting of all equipment between sessions.

MANDATORY HANDWASHING NITRILE GLOVESTEMPERATURE CHECKS SURFACE DISINFECTING

6 feet

INCREASED PROXIMITY



YOUR EMPLOYEES ARE BACK!  NOW WHAT?

WORLD CLASS & RESPECTED Why CFC?
We provide direct Industry and/or Machine-specific
instructor-led training onsite to companies throughout the
world. Onsite training can be conducted within the plant or
at any location that works best for your organization. We
have taken our hydraulic trainers 1,000 feet underground
to conduct in-plant training! Alternatively, we offer courses
at our US headquarters located in the Midwest. Night
classes, 3rd shift, weekend, half-day weekday classes, are
all options provided to meet the needs of your workforce.

Our live curriculum is complemented 
by video, animations, 3D components, 
and printed reference materials. 
Hands-on labs and troubleshooting 
scenarios take place on our specialty 
tester/trainers and, whenever possible, 
your actual on-site equipment.  Real-
world component cut-aways and take-
aparts make concepts tactile and 
tangible.  Interactive Technical 
Manuals can enhance retention and 
provide post-training reference and 
troubleshooting support.

ACCREDITED INSTRUCTORS train in
compliance with the International Fluid Power Society (IFPS) and National Craft Assessment &
Certification (NCCER) and have years of real-world experience. They are subject matter experts
recognized throughout the industry, but just as importantly, they enjoy teaching and sharing their
knowledge with class participants.

DISCRETE FACILITATION CFC boasts the unique ability to discretely and professionally
facilitate training on behalf of Manufacturers (both system and OEM) and Distributors. By providing
subject matter experts to execute classes where time, location, or expertise may prohibit it for your staff
alone. This intimate partnership can bolster your company's prowess and extend your brand.

RETRAIN & REFOCUS WITH LIVE TRAINING

CFC Industrial Training is a global leader in providing training and certification in hydraulic,
pneumatic, electrical, PLC, mechanical, and multi-craft skills for industrial and mobile markets.
Instructor-led courses unite hands-on training with outstanding multimedia visuals to present concepts
in a way that increases student interest and enhances knowledge RETENTION through INTERACTION.

Double-Sided Hydraulic Trainer

Pneumatic 
Trainer

Mobile Electric 
Truck Tech Trainer

Electro-Hydraulic 
Valve Trainer/Tester

Lubrication Trainer
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WITH TRAINING, ENGINEERING, & LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES

ABOUT CFC Industrial Training is a leader in providing hands-on technical training, consulting,
and field services; offering unique solutions to any industry that utilizes fluid power, electrical,
pneumatic, PLC, or multi-craft systems. Our consultation and training classes are conducted by
recognized, certified experts, all of whom have practical experience in the latest industrial and
mobile technologies. We provide start-up and engineering support to clients the world over, while
always maintaining close, customer-centric service. We are strategically able to offer personal
attention to our clients and their projects - providing results where others often fail.

Our training approach is globally renowned and company-direct. Our accredited instructors follow
a hands-on curriculum and offer a tangible approach to concepts by utilizing the students' own
equipment whenever possible. We also offer the valuable ability to discretely and professionally
facilitate training on behalf of Manufacturers (both system and OEM) and Distributors. Our
expertise can bolster your prowess and extend your brand.

CFC’s Interactive electronic Technical Manual, the ITM, is a cutting-edge training and technical
reference tool. The ITM documents and describes machine systems with customized
troubleshooting videos, interactive schematics, and photo navigation pinpointing and describing
specific components. It can be created as part of a training program, implemented as a
maintenance and troubleshooting resource, or used to launch Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
and digital twinning endeavors efficaciously. OEM’s and fluid power distributors may also leverage
the ITM as a revenue source via redistribution and interactive parts ordering.

Our technical knowledge paired with a state-of-the-art studio allows us to utilize the latest
audio/video technology to document and explain industrial and mobile systems and concepts like
never before. Educational and promotional multimedia can be affordably developed with the
assuredness of Subject Matter accuracy.

CFC empowers human enterprise with industrial skills and solutions to manufacturing and
engineering obstacles. From fundamental training, to expert consulting and digitization, we are
committed to your progress. Hurdle inexperience and design challenges with our personal support
and old-fashioned drive to roll-up our sleeves and tackle problems.
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